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INTRODUCTION

The growing and turning under of cover crops or green
manure crops to influence favorably the yield of succeeding
crops has been practiced in most sections of the country for
a long time and with good results. For- the sandy soils of
Florida, the question is often asked if it is better to plant a
leguminous cover crop or to depend upon a volunteer cover
crop. To answer this question and to determine the relative
value of several cover crops to increase succeeding crop yields,
a series of two-year rotations were established using corn and
sweetpotatoes-as indicator crops and "Florida pusley" or "Mexi-
can clover",1 Richardia scabra St. Hil. (a volunteer crop), Brab-
ham cowpeas, beggarweed, Georgia speckled velvet beans and
Crotalaria striata D. C. as summer cover crops. The rotation
with the volunteer cover crop was similar to the practice of
land "resting", except that when land is "rested" no cultiva-
tion is given after the final summer plowing of the planted
crop, while the land in this rotation was given a spring plow-
ing and allowed to grow up to "pusley".

LOCATION OF EXPERIMENT AND DESCRIPTION OF SOIL

A two-acre field on the Florida Experiment Station farm
was used for rotation tests. This field is typical of large areas
of sandy lands of low fertility in Alachua, Gilchrist, Levy, La-
fayette, Taylor, Columbia and other counties in Florida.

1The colloquial terms "Florida pusley" or "Mexican clover" are used
in Florida to designate Riehardia scabra. St. Hil. Neither of these terms
has any standing nor has been used in available botanical literature and
both are misleading in that Richardia is not a clover and neither is it a
Portulaca which may be called purslane or pusley.


